Before each ride, check all mounting hardware to ensure that all nuts and bolts are secure.

Use mild soap and non-abrasive pad to clean the Progeny Carrier. Machine wash padsets, delicate cycle, air dry.

Contact your local Authorized Giant Retailer for replacement parts and service.

Your Giant Progeny child carrier is a quality child seat. It has been constructed utilizing top-quality materials and hardware.

Giant item no. 71608 (31.8mm) & no. 71611 (34.9mm) OD

Do not attempt to fit the Progeny carrier to a bicycle or rack without these fittings for security.

2. Safety bar / Fitting kits.
3. Foot Rests & Foot straps x2.
5. Rack Fitting & hardware.

Before assembling your child carrier, please check that you have all the following parts:

Tools Required: 4, 5mm Hex Key, 8mm Hex Wrench.

• Presence of a child seat on a bicycle requires additional care when mounting and dismounting the bicycle.
• The force of the high wind on the child seat may degrade or damage the carrier.
• Never ride a bicycle at night without adequate lighting.
• Before each ride, make sure the mounted child seat does not interfere with the braking, pedaling, or steering of the bicycle.
• The additional weight of a child may alter the riding characteristics of the bicycle, requiring additional caution while steering and braking.
• Helmets should be worn by the child at all times when seated in the carrier whether the bicycle is in motion or not.
• Always use retention straps and seatbelt when using the Progeny carrier.
• Keep all clothing, articles, toys, and child clear of moving parts of the bicycle.
• Do not modify the Progeny carrier in any way.
• Do not carry a child who is too young to sit comfortably and independently in the seat.

WARNING:

If you have any questions regarding the assembly of use of the Progeny child carrier that are not answered by this manual, please contact Giant USA at 800-US GIANT, or www.giantbicycle.com.

Please contact your nearest AUTHORIZED Giant retailer, as described in this manual.

All warranties will be void if the product is damaged due to user crash, incorrect assembly/deassembly, or used in a manner not covered as described in this manual.

The maximum weight that may be carried is 40 lbs. The seat is not intended for use with any motorized vehicles.

Retain the instructions in a safe place for future reference.

Thank you for choosing the Giant Progeny child carrier.

Assembly:

Step #1 – Rack Assembly

• (1) Make sure the security lever indicates the “UNLOCK” position.
• (2) Pull both pre-mounted round stays towards the rack mounting points using the hex bolts included.
• (2-1) Mount the carrier’s front hook on the underside of the Progeny child carrier onto the hardware enclosed.
• (2-2) Lower the seat mount onto the rack until the retainer pins are engaged automatically.

Step #2 – Mounting the Seat to the Rack

• (1) Place the pivoting end of the safety bar onto the mounting bracket and fit using the hardware enclosed.
• (1) Rotate Safety bar down and snap into the receiver of the seat arm.

Step #3 – Installing the Safety Bar

• (2) Pull both pre-mounted round stays towards the rack mounting points using the hex bolts included.
• (2-1) Mount the carrier’s front hook on the underside of the Progeny child carrier onto the hardware enclosed.

Step #4 – Foot Rest Height Adjustment

Step #5 – Retention System Adjustment

Step #6 – Front Rest Height Adjustment

Limited Warranty

Warranty: Giant Requirements For an a warranty service, please refer to diagram at end of manual.

Start products are available today through GIANT Warranties black window. Please contact your nearest AUTHORIZED Giant retailer, Giant USA at 800-US GIANT, or www.giantbicycle.com.
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